
ArrowTrade had so much cov-
erage prepared on the 2010
crossbow lines that not all of

it fit in our July “crossbow” issue. I’ll
cover two additional manufacturers
here, Horton and Carbon Express.
Then, in the November 2011 issue
we’ll have additional crossbow testing
information as well as a retailer’s per-
spective on how crossbows fit in with
vertical bow sales.

Jon Teater had the opportunity to
test the Horton Vision 175 crossbow
for our November 2009 issue, a model
that uses a frontal string technology
that anchors the limb butts back by
the shooter and has the limbs curving
forward away from them. That uncon-
ventional approach moves the weight
back toward the shooter for better bal-
ance. It also helps shorten the cross-
bow overall length relative to the
power stroke. Since you’re drawing
toward the limb butts, instead of away
from them, the brace height doesn’t
shorten the power stroke as it would
in a more conventional design.

In the Horton booth at the ATA
Show this past January, Founder
Bernard Horton showed me a model
that should have a much wider
appeal, thanks in part to a $595 sug-
gested retail price. The imported
Team Realtree Ultra-Lite Express
looks like an updated version of a con-
ventional crossbow, though lighter
and more adjustable than most that
are on the market. Horton is advertis-
ing the crossbow alone to weight 6.5
pounds,while the Vision 175 we tested
last fall came in at 9.2 pounds, includ-
ing the scope.

I was amazed at how light this
175-pound draw weight crossbow felt
in my hands, and asked Bernard
Horton where the designers had been
able to trim weight. One reason cross-
bows weigh more than vertical bows is
they have to withstand much higher

forces. In the case of the
Ultra-Lite Express that
Team Realtree has
endorsed, it is using that
175 pound peak weight
to produce 84 pounds of
kinetic energy while
working over just 12-3/4
inches of draw length.

Horton pointed to
the compact riser that
connects limbs to the
aluminum barrel.
Normally those risers
are cast, but in this case
the company is using a
strong forged aluminum
riser, so it can be smaller
and lighter.  It’s also forg-
ing the foot stirrup, a
part that’s normally a
simple extrusion. “We’re
also using ABS for the
stock, instead of
polypropylene,” Horton
said. ABS is more expen-
sive than the glass filled
polypropylene used on
other models, “but it is
very strong and we can
make it much lighter.
This stock is honey-
combed on the inside.
We have rubberized
inserts on the forend, on
the pistol grip and on
the cheek piece of the
stock, that gives a nice
feel to it.”

The stock of this
crossbow adjusts for
length, Horton said. “It
comes with one spacer
but you can buy others
for it.” The supplied over-molded
recoil pad produces a 13.5 inch length
of pull, while the spacers allow you to
fit 13 to 14 inches. When you combine
that with the ability to reposition and

even reverse the forend, it should help
more shooters improve their off-hand
accuracy by allowing them to brace
their supporting arm against their
side.
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Bernard Horton holds the Team Realtree Ultra-Lite
Express in front of a display of Horton Crossbow acces-
sories at the 2010 ATA Show. The new crossbow is sold with
a red dot sight, quiver and three arrows.
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I asked Horton about the wide
design of the forend, since many
crossbow manufacturers make that a
deep unit to keep fingers out of the
way of the string. “We didn’t want to
make it too deep because it upsets the
balance. If you get too far away from
the barrel it makes it want to tip right
and left, so we made it wide.”

Horton demonstrated how diffi-
cult it would be for anyone gripping
this wide forend to be able to get a fin-
ger up to the top of the barrel, where it
could be struck by the string as the
crossbow fired. “We tried to make it
safer for the user. They don’t have to
worry about it or think about it. We
automatically guide their hand to the
right place.”

While other Horton crossbows
have used solid limbs, the Team
Realtree Ultra-Lite Express uses split
limbs. Horton’s founder showed me
how the top and bottom limbs were
different thicknesses. “Because of the
way the cable and string feed off a
crossbow eccentric, they want to
twist.” The string has to ride on top of
the track, off center from where the
limbs are mounted to the riser. “On a
one-piece limb you really can’t make it
a different thickness from one side to

the other; that would be very difficult
to do. By having a slightly thicker limb
on the bottom, you can counteract
that twisting effect.”

The string on this model comes to
rest against twin dampers projecting
back from the riser. Horton calls them
Stumper Arms and for the wide flaring
cushions it chose the Sims Navcom
material known for its anti-vibration
and sound-dampening qualities.
“Once the string has reached there it
has done its job,” Horton said. 

With a 20 inch arrow, Horton is
advertising speeds of up to 330 fps for
the new Team Realtree Ultra-Lite
Express. One of the features I haven’t
mentioned is an anti-dry fire system.
“A lot of thought has gone into this
model. A lot of details have been got-
ten just right, like the balance. It’s very
well conceived and we’re very happy
with it,” Horton said.

Though he founded this brand 50
years ago, Bernard Horton still is able
to enjoy hunting with a crossbow (and
a longbow) in his mid-60s and in fact
typically cocks crossbows against his
chest, without a cocking aid. He
showed me how he does it, placing the
butt against his stomach muscle, just
under the sternum bone. “I’m just so

used to doing it this
way. I’ve done it since
I was a boy, so I’ve
developed whatever
muscles you need.
The only thing I do
differently to a cross-
bow I want to cock
that way is to put a
rubber recoil pad on
the back, and this new
Ultra-Lite Express
already has that.”

I’m using my leg
muscles and a rope
cocking aid on the
two crossbows I cur-

rently am shooting, so Bernard
Horton obviously has me beat in both
fitness and familiarity with crossbows.
“I shoot a lot of course. It’s a lot faster
to cock them this way, and I’m one of
those guys who really doesn’t like gad-
gets. When I reach the stage that I can’t
cock them by hand, I’ll use a crank or
a rope cocker,” Horton said.

The Horton brand was estab-
lished in 1959, and Horton actually
built and sold his first crossbow when
he was just 15 years old. “I started
hunting with a longbow as a kid, and
with recurves,” Horton told me.
“That’s what I started making first, as a
schoolboy. I used to stalk animals with
my bow, and they’d see me draw and
run away. So I thought there had to be
something else to use. That’s how I got
into crossbows, really.”

Using a crossbow gave this
ground-level hunter an edge in
stealth, since the drawing was done
ahead of time. But crossbows don’t
have any edge in power, he reminded
me. “They’re no more effective or
‘long distance’ than a vertical bow,
because they’re so inefficient. The
short draw length brings them back to
the kinetic energy of the vertical bow,
despite the high draw weights.”

In addition to establishing the
crossbow brand that today is owned-
by Gregg Ritz and an investment
group, Horton spent many of his years
as a maker of fine custom double rifles
and shotguns. “I’ve made rifles for
Ronald Reagan, for most of the Arab
kings and princes, for Prince Charles.”
When he works as a Professional
Hunter in Africa, Horton is required to
carry a rifle to back up his clients. Yet
whenever he has an opportunity to
hunt for himself and it is legal to do so,
he’ll pick either a longbow or a cross-
bow, the later set at 190 pounds for
African game. With both, Horton said
he prefers the excitement of getting

for Horizontal Archery Gear
By Tim Dehn
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Forged aluminum components and a honey-combed ABS
plastic stock help trim weight on the Horton Team Realtree
Ultra-Lite Express. A picatinny rail above the receiver allows a
variety of scopes and sights to be mounted on this model.
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close to the animal, at ground level.
“I’ve hunted everything from ele-

phant downwards with a crossbow,”
Horton said in response to my ques-
tions. “I don’t hunt from a treestand, I
can’t. I don’t have the ability to just set
there. I get so bored I fiddle with stuff
and want to get down and have a
walk-around. The only thing I’ve ever
hunted from a blind was a leopard in
Africa, because you pretty well have

to. Everything else I’ve stalked on the
ground.”

I asked Bernard how close he’s
getting with his archery gear, and
found he kills African game at ranges
familiar to a whitetail hunter. “When
you’re on the ground in thick cover
and you get within 30 to 40 yards you
often can’t even see the animal, the
brush is so thick. You just move quiet-
ly and move your way around things
until you get an open shot. I’ve shot
numerous animals at less than 20
yards, and I try not to shoot anything
over 40 yards.”

“I’d say 40 yards would be a good
maximum to set for yourself as a
crossbow hunter,” Horton said. “Now
occasionally you might be in more
open ground and you can’t get closer
than 45 or something. If you know
your equipment and you’ve practiced,
then I think it’s legitimate to take that
shot. But you always have to bear in
mind, ‘Can I do it.’ You don’t want to
wound an animal because then
you’ve got the problem of having to
follow it up. Maybe you’ll lose it, and
that’s not a good feeling, it’s not ethi-
cal.”

If you’d like to see the 2010 line of
crossbows bearing the Horton name,
request a catalog by calling the Kent,
Ohio firm at (330) 474-5710.

Carbon Express
Mark Bower, the fomer Chief

Operating Officer at Horton, came out
of retirement at the request of his
friend Bob Eastman of Eastman
Outdoors to head up the launch of a

new crossbow line under the Carbon
Express brand. 

Eastman Outdoors still offers the
value-priced X-Force line and when I
interviewed Bower at the Kinsey’s
Dealer show we first ran through
those crossbows designed to retail for
$299 to $649. The X-Force 300 Black
comes in a solid color with single dot
red dot scope, quiver and two alu-
minum arrows for $299. The same
basic crossbow can be ordered in a
camo finish as the 300 DX, with three
dot red dot sight, quiver and three
composite Surge arrows. Bower said
that package is designed to retail for
$399. Both those crossbows use 165
pound peak weights and a 12 inch
power stroke to generated 300 fps
arrow speeds.

The X-Force 500 LX priced at $499
offers a bull pup style stock that helps
stretch the power stroke to 14 inches,
boosting speed to 315 fps and kinetic
energy to 105 foot pounds. While the
power stroke is longer, the bow itself is
2 inches shorter than the 300 DX,
Bower pointed out, due to the stock
design where the string latches well
behind the trigger. Stock and limbs
are finished in Mossy Oak Break-Up
and the stock has a soft-touch
SilenTech finish. A longer sight mount
dovetail is included on the 500 LX and
the company outfits it with a 4x32
scope, Bower said. Other accessories
include a quiver and three 20 inch
Carbon Express Surge crossbow
arrows.

Carrying a suggested price of
$649, the new X-Force 850 Pro com-
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The Carbon Express Covert XB 3.3 crossbow fires its mid-weight Surge arrows at 330 fps. A reflexed riser and swept back limbs
enhance the power on the Covert XB 3.5T, shown at right. That crossbow can fire the composite Surge arrows at 350 fps, achieving
higher speeds with other, lighter crossbow arrows from the same  firm. They include the CX Crossbolt, Maxima Hunter and Aramid KV.
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bines an extended trigger bullpup
stock with a machined aluminum
barrel. The 16 inch power stroke
allows peak weight to be maintained
for another 2 inches, generating 117
foot pounds of kinetic energy and
speeds up to 350 fps. Bower pointed
out the limbs on the 850 Pro are
mounted in a more parallel configura-
tion than earlier X-Force models. He
also noted those impressive speeds
are using comparatively heavy 22 inch
long Surge arrows.

You’ll find details of the X-Force
line at www.carbonexpresscross-
bows.com, because the firm has put
these imported models under that
powerful brand that started with
Korean made carbon arrows. That’s
where you’ll also find the new Covert
XB series crossbows that Bower
worked with Carbon Express engi-
neers to design for a 2010 introduc-
tion. 

The styling of the Covert XB is
racy, totally new and a bit “George
Jetson,” Bower said in referring to the
long-running family cartoon series.
“These are designed to be the best
shooting crossbows in the market,”
Bower said. “My whole concept was to
make the bows fit you. We start at the
buttstock. We have it shipped with a 1
inch buttplate on it. You can remove it
for a youth or lady, or substitute  the 2
inch buttplate that comes in the pack-
age.”

After you get the length of pull
right for the shooter, that measure-
ment from buttplate to trigger, you

can work at mounting the scope at the
distance that lets them comfortably
get in line with it. “Most crossbow
companies give you a short mount.
We have a 7 inch rail so there’s plenty
of adjustment to fit it properly to you.”
The scope designed for the XB Series
is a 4x32 magnifying scope where you
choose red or green crosshairs and
can adjust the intensity. If you prefer
black, just leave the power off (which
also means you can still aim if the bat-
tery fails).

“The bow is balanced on this
front forend,” Bower demonstrated as
he held the ribbed, camo portion that
swells out of the curvy stock a few
inches in front of the pistol grip.
“That’s to shoot military style offhand,
where your elbow is against your side.
If that doesn’t fit your style, you can
come out to this black grip, which
folds down to five positions and is
mounted on a 6 inch picatinny rail. If
your customer is 7 feet tall, no prob-
lem, we can find a comfortable place
for him, and if someone is comfort-
able that’s when he’s going to shoot
his best.” There’s also a picatinny
mount for accessories like the quiver
or lights and laser for hog-hunting.

All three models in the Covert XB
line use machined aluminum risers
and barrels, as well as a fully
machined metal trigger mechanism
designed for a 3.5 pound pull. The
Covert XB 3.3 has an 180 pound draw
weight working over a 14 inch power
stroke and shoots 330 fps with a Surge
arrow. 

The Covert XB 3.5 has shorter
limbs and a more parallel limb design.
The  200 pound draw weight on this
model zips a Surge shaft at 350 fps,
still legal under Michigan’s crossbow
speed limit. You can shoot faster if you
opt for one of the Maxima or Aramid
Crossbolts from Carbon Express. The
Covert XB 3.5T is identical to the 3.5
with its 15 inch power stroke, but
instead of camo on the limbs and
stock it gets a realistic carbon fiber
film dip.

“That ones going over like gang-
busters,” Bower said of the “tactical”
version he thought would appeal to
executives who wanted something
wild looking in their office. “The
ground blind hunters really love it.”

With this series added to the X-
Force models, Carbon Express is now
offering crossbows from $299 to $879
in retail price. “And our $879 model is
as good as any you’ll find on the mar-
ket,” Bower promised.

Get more information about all
the Carbon Express crossbows by call-
ing (800) 241-4833.

The Covert XB 3.5T crossbow has a realistic carbon fiber film dip finish on the limbs and
portions of the stock. The stock is actually molded of polypropylene that is reinforced
with 30 percent glass fibers.
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